In this paper is presented an experiment that has a goal to measure the speed of light in one direction, using one clock and one mirror. To achieve this, we have to make the measurements during the period of one year (nine months at least), taking into account earth's movement through the space, earth's rotation around its axis and the fact that earth spin axis is tilted with respect to the plane of its orbit of the sun.
Introduction
The paper [1] described a method to measure the speed of light in the direction of the western-east using one clock and one mirror,without the assumption that speeds of light in two opposite direction are equal.
We have to give some explications regarding the paper [1] . "The projection of the vector v on z axis is denoted by v z (actually 2 3 + v v , because 1 v is First,let us to mention and clarify some definitions that were already given in the paper [1] .
To the earth's movement through the space we will join a vector v Earth's equatorial plain, denoted by E is going to be xy plane. Let R represent the earth' orbital plane around the Sun and let n represent a line through the point O orthogonal to R. Let 0 ϕ denotes angle between n and z (earth's axial tilt). 
Lines z and n determine a plane N that will be xz plane Intersection between planes E and N determine a line, that is going to be x axis.
Let p denote an intersection line between the planes R and N. Normal projection of the x on the plane R, and normal projection of the z on the plane R conicide to p. Let p + denote normal projection of the 
Planes E and R are two distinct planes with common point O thus their intersection is a straight line that is denoted by y′ . Our xz plane is orthogonal to the both planes E and R, so it's perpendicular to their intersection y′ . In that way it's natural to take y′ as y -axis.
It is worth mentioning that y -axis lies in the plane R.
Positive axis y will be chosen in the way that Oxyz forms right-handed coordinate system.
The center O moves along the earth's orbit (E) but x, y, z axes remain unchanged (if we consider them as vectors), because during a period of one year we will assume that positive z -axis and orthogonal line n on the plane R are invariant under the earth's movement.
In that way the earth-centered inertial axis frame has been defined [2] . 
where 0 365.24219 days
Let u denote the the sum of the vectors 2 v and 3 v
The orthogonal projections of the vector u on the , ,
x y z -axes are denoted by ( )
We will also suppose that the speed of light in the direction AB which is denoted by ( )
where AB-Is some arbitrary line in the direction west-east or south-north. c-Represents velocity of light in vacuum for a body at rest.
v-Velocity of the earth through the space with the respect to the some point in the universe. (This is our hypothesis.)
φ-Angle between v and AB.
Depending on the outcome of the experiment we will distinguish three cases: i) We will say that the experiment is "negative" if the speed of the light does not depend on the direction in which it has been measured ( AB BA = c c ). In this case, the speed of light is invariant to the earth movement through the space, ii) We will say that the experiment is "positive" if the speed of the light depends on the direction in which it has been measured ( )
c . In this case, it is possible to derive direction and magnitude of the earth movement with the respect to the coordinate system Oxyz.
iii) We will say that experiment failed if we are not able to say that outcome of the experiment is either "positive" or "negative".
Planning an Experiment
First, we are going to define some important points that lay on the earth's orbit about the sun.
The y -axis lies in the plane R, thus its orthogonal projection y′ on the plane R coincides to y, Orthogonal projections of the x and z -axis on the plane R lay on the line p . During the period of one year vector ( ) A moment when the earth reaches to the point Y − will be denoted by
Now, we will establish relation between the distance between the points A and B denoted by L and the accuracy of the clock that is used in the experiment. 
Time 2 t that it takes for a signal to travel from B to A is given by
Therefore it follows that the difference between 2 t and 1 t is given by
Obviously the clock accuracy must be high enough in order the difference between times 1 t and 2 t could be detected.
Let the clock accuracy is equal to ( ) 
(we assume that v = 30 km/sec represents some minimum value for v) (L is given in km) The principle (5) must be respected in this experiment.
The Measurements along Z-Axis
First we are going to explain how to make measurements along z-axis, because they are simpler then those along x or y axis. Suppose that points A and are D given, thus point A is the point on the earth's equator and AD lies in the South-North direction. In other words AD is parallel to the z-axis, The distance between the points A and D is denoted by L.
From the point A we are going to send a signal towards point D. After the signal reaches point D it will be reflected back to the point A.
Let t represent the time that it takes for the signal to travel from the point A to the point D and back to the point A.
The first measurement is going to be performed when earth reaches to the point
That moment is already denoted by ( ). 
The y T + denotes moment when earth reaches to the point Y + . Let 1 t represent the time that it takes for the signal to travel from point A to point D and back to point A, In this point vector ( )
is perpendicular to the zaxis.
The z T − represents the moment when earth reaches to the point Z − , and let t represent the time that it takes for the signal to travel from the point A to the point D and back to the point A.
Let 3 t represent the time that it takes for the signal to travel from point A to point D and back to point A, when earth reaches to the point Y − . In this point vector ( )
is perpendicular to the z -axis. (2) and (3) ) it follows ( )
After subtracting (7) from (8) we will obtain ( )
Analogously from ( (5) and (6)) it follows that ( ) ( )
x − axis Now we will analyze the data given by Table 1 and explain how to use them in our experiment. Suppose that AB is some given line on the earth's equator in the direction west-east. The length of the line AB is equal to L. The earth is rotating about z-axis, thus direction of the line AB is constantly changing. During the period of 24 h AB rotates at xy plane about the origin O by 2*Π . Thus, for any non-zero vector at the plane xy there is a moment when AB and that vector have the same direction.
At the moment x T + the center of the earth is about to reach to the point X + .
We have to take a measurement at the moment when AB and x + have the same direction, thus we have to correct the time x T + by some The column "S.T. " represents sidereal time when a measurement was made.
We are assuming that following equivalence is valid
where s, k denote some sidereal day time
In case that the velocity of the earth rotation around its axis has the same direction as positive axis ( + ∆ ), we are going to send a signal from the point A towards the point B. After signal reaches the point B, it will be reflected back to the point A.
Let t represent the time that it takes for the signal to travel from the point A to the point B and back to the point A.
In that way the measurement along In that way the masurements at the point X + along 
The Results of the Measurements along the X-Axis
Let earth's equatorial rotational speed at the point A is denoted by r u . 
Now we are going to make a second measuring along the x axis at the point Y + , a moment when the earth reaches to the point Y + is denoted by y T + First we have to make a measurement along 
The third measurement is going to be taken when the center of the earth is about to reach to the point X − . That moment is denoted by x T − .
The measurement will be made at the moment when AB have the same direction as 
Analogously from ( (6) and (8)) we obtain that
In that way we've got a linear system of two equations with two unknowns x u and c . 
Let 0 t represent the time that it takes for the signal to travel from the point A to the point B and back to the point A.
( ) 
The second measurement is going to be calculated for the point X − 
The fourth measurement is going to be calculated for the point X + , 
Analogously from ( (6) and (8) ) we will obtain that ( ) 
In that way we've got a linear system of two equations with two unknowns y u and c . 
Results
In this section we are going to derive the constant c and u that are already defined in the Introduction. The speed of the light, constant c (1.11), has been measured three times.
Let c denotes a mean value and c V denotes its variation. 
Comparing ε and c σ we will consider four possibilities
In this case we will say that our experiment failed, due to some random errors. ii) ( c σ ε < ) and
, for where , ,
We will say that result of the experiment is negative. We will say that result of the experiment is positive.
Let u denotes magnitude of the vector u The speed of the light c is equal to c, but in this case we are making a certain systematic error in computing the values of u and c, because during the period of one year u changes its value.
There are a few of experiments for an example [4] and [5] that support such possibility.
Conclusions
In this section we are going to discuss under what conditions, using the results from our experiments, we were able to derive the speed of the light in any direction.
Suppose that the two distinct points A and C are given. Is it possible on the basis of the results from our experiments to find out the speed of light in the direction AC. The answer is negative.
So far, in our experiments (we can call them the first set of experiments), we have assumed that lines AB and AD are orthogonal to the earth's gravitational field; however the line AC could lay in any direction.
In order to give more precise answer to the posed question we have to repeat all our experiments assuming that AB and AD are parallel to the earth's gravitational field, in other words, the points O (the center of the earth), A and B are collinear as well the points O, A and D. (in this case point A lies on the North or South pole) Direction of earth's rotation around its axis in the point A is perpendicular to AB, therefore in this case it does not affect measuring.
Suppose that the second set of experiments were performed, when AB and AD are parallel to the earth's gravitational field.
Let , , , Note that all data were obtained as a result of some measuring, thus when we say x is equal to y, it meant that x is equal to y with some permitted error.
Comparing the results from the two sets of experiments, we will analyze three cases i) ( In this case we can conclude that, besides the earth movement through the space, earth gravitational field affects measure the speed of light as well.
